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 The goal of  Tubee Training is to help reduce spasticity, improve circulation, facilitate 

muscles, improve arm and hand strength, co-ordination and function as well as adding 

sensory stimulation. 

 Tubee uses Vibration Training:   Benefits of vibration training include increase of 

circulation, dexterity, stimulation of the core, joint stabilization and increased muscle 

endurance.

 There is a need for portable, affordable new tools in the older adult fitness and stroke 

industry

 Using Tubee with the affected side helps prevent non-use syndrome. Using bracing 

helps facilitate movement overflow

 The Tubee can be a new way to enhance traditional PNF movement patterns

 Sensory motor skills involve receiving sensory messages and producing a response. We 

receive sensory information from our bodies and the environment through our sensory 

systems, which include vision, hearing and touch, but we must then organize the 

information and process it. For babies rattles are useful tools for fostering sensory 

processing and motor output. Babies will remember that when she shakes the rattle, it 

makes a sound, perceiving the idea of cause and effect, which is a cognitive concept.   

The same response is elicited with the Tubee.  Michelle Dennis said it best in a letter 

she sent me, “ Through informal research, Tam and I have found a marked 

increase in the number of those participating and also an increase in the time 

engaged”



The Tubee uses vibration and inertia.  Inertia is about resistance acceleration and 

deceleration which changes the load.  Benefits of vibration training include increase of 

circulation, dexterity, stimulation of the core, joint stabilization and increased muscle 

endurance.  Some studies support that vibration improves motor function in spastic joints. 

(Kiln) This type of training has been shown to  improve neural activation and sustained 

and controlled grip.  Shaking while standing on one foot challenges balance, core and hip 

stabilizers. Shaking in a recline chair position helps stimulate and challenge core muscles. 

Shaking (fig 1-3) stimulates rotator cuff and helps improve shoulder stability and grip 

strength.  



The unique design of the Tubee help increase shoulder strength, wrist 
strength and improve finger mobility. Resistance changes as you 
increase or decrease the lever length.

Finger Roll
Elbow  Strengthening 

Drop and Catch Wrist Rolls

Finger Lift

PIP: Tendon Gliding



Our goal with the Tubee programming is to introduce exercises 

that include meaningful activity such as pouring a drink, 

removing a lid on a jar, opening a door knob or picking up an 

object that fell onto the floor

Pour the Drink (Left) :

Pretend the Tubee is a 

pitcher of water and raise 

it and pretend to pour a 

drink into your other 

hand.  At this point we 

can cue the participant to 
lift the elbow and pour. 

Cap Twist:  

Using one or 

both hands to 

imagine twisting 

the top off a jar.  

Turn the other 

way to put the 

lid back on the 

container

Door Knob Twist:  

Place your hand 

on the end of the 

Tubee and imagine

You are opening a 

door knob or 

turning a screw in 

with a screwdriver.  

Floor Reach and Tap: Bend forward like you 

dropped something just slightly out of reach in

front of your chair. Next  cue the  participant

To reach as far as possible to the side. It may 

also help to cue to stay heavy in the right side of 

their hip as you lean to the left to help keep 

clients anchored to the chair.   If tolerated the 

next movement would be for clients to imagine 

they are  sitting in the front seat of a car and 

have  to reach into the back seat.   



Shoulder Stretch:  

Lean forward let the 

arms hang.  Hold for 

a 10 count and 

release.  Rpt 2 x Seated Push Up:

Starting with the Tubee on 

your lap. Open up through 

the chest and shoulders and 

then place the palms of your 

hands on the Tubee and lean 

your chest towards the 

Tubee for a five count.   

Release Rpt 2x

Wrist Roll and Wring:  

Turn the Tubee with the 

wrists towards your body.  

If one hand has restricted 

movement pretend you are 

turning the gas on a motor 

cycle using the affected 

hand only. Change 

directions and roll the 

Tubee away from the body.   

Next pretend you are 

wringing out a towel with 

one wrist moving towards 

your body and the other 

wrist pressing away.   

Tubee-Twist and 

Press Have The 

Tubee in a vertical 

position to the 

floor in the centre 

of the body.  Next 

press The Tubee

away from the 

body.  When the 

arms are in an 

extended position 

flip the Tubee and 

return to the 

starting position.  

Abdominal Shake:  Start sitting tall in the chair.  Next cue 

participant to lean back trying to tuck the tailbone forward 

scooping the abdominals.  To add an extra challenge to 

this exercise add a gentle  shake when the participant is in 

the recline position.  It helps to have participants count 
out loud either to a 3 count and return to starting position.  

Bracing the affected hand to the Tubee while performing overhand grip exercises   modulates  motor overflow



Stir The Pot:

Make Circles with 

the Tubee over your 

lap like you are 

stirring a big pot of 

soup. 

•Tick Tocks:   It may be easier 

for the participant to bring the 

elbow in against the body for 

extra support.   Externally 

rotate the wrist to turn The 

Tubee like you are drawing a 

half circle with the end of the 

stick.  Then internally rotate 

the  Tubee to the starting 

position.(This can be a single 

arm exercise or 

Overhand/Underhand Grip.  

•Back Scratch: Place both 

hands near the end of the 

Tubee then lift it over one 

shoulder.   Make small 

movements like you are 

holding trying to scratch 

your back.  Back scratch 

can also be performed with 

two hands or in some cases 

with clients with really good 

shoulder mobility the other 

hand can reach behind as in 

a towel dry motion.  Count 

to five or ten and release.  

Wood Chop:  Next 

slowly lower the  Tubee

across the body in a 

wood chopping type 

motion lightly touching 

the opposite knee and 

shoulder. 

Affected side can be braced to the Tubee or 
the unaffected hand can wrap around to assist 

with   grip to perform the exercise. 



Drawing the  Sword:  

Starting with the Tubee

in your hand reach   

across your body 

towards front hip pocket 

thumbs towards the 

floor.  Turn the Tubee as 

you extend your arm up 

in a diagonal motion like 

the you are the Statue of 

Liberty.  

Hand Shake:  Hold on 

to the Tubee in your 

hand then reach out 

like you were going to 

shake someone’s hand.  

Next pull  the elbow 

back and imagine you 

are trying to place your 

elbows in your back 

pocket.  

Lateral Lift: Start 

standing or sitting tall.  

Place your hands on the 

Tubee with the thumbs 

facing up. Next lift the 

Tubee to the side.  Always 

work in a pain free zone.

Shoulder Shrugs:  Sometimes due to  

injury we start to become imbalanced.   

This exercise is really important if you 

notice one shoulder is lower than the 

other.  One important clue as to if this 

is happening is that the neckline of 

your shirt often has more space one 

side of the neck compared to the 

other.  If you notice this type of 

pattern we want to concentrate on 

shrugs on the low side to help create 

balance.  With stroke clients shrugs 

are often only needed on the affected 

side.  

Avoidance of using the affected arm is common and is known as the learned non-use syndrome.  We 
can use the affected arm in the Tubee program in two ways.  We can brace the Tubee to the hand or 
in more functional participants we can do single arm movements using the unaffected side to assist 
or without assistance at all in highly functional participants.  



Stair-Stomp:  Strengthening hip 

flexors will help release tension in the 

back of the legs and help climbing 

stairs.  

Now you are ready for the exercise.

Place the Tubee across your lap.  

Next lift one leg and then the other. 

Try to lift high enough to hear the 

sound of the Tubee.

Seated Push Ups:  Place the Tubee on 
your lap.  First open up through the chest 
and shoulders and then place the palms of 
your hands on the Tubee
lean your chest towards  the Tubee for a 
count of five. Release
•Push and Transfer: Stay in the same 
position making certain the feet are flat 
pressing into the first ray and outside of 
the heel.  
•Lean forward putting energy into the 
feet.  **  OPTIONAL  Sit to Stand for more 
mobile participants.  

Special Thanks to my clients and 

stroke survivors in the photo:

Pat Clinton (left) had her stroke April 

2015.  She just started working   

with the  Tubee in January this year.  

Barry Stevenson had a double by-

pass and later a stroke May 19, 

2015 and was hospitalized until 

June 5.  When Barry came to me he 

had very limited use of his affected 

arm (left side). Using the Tubee he 

was able to open a bottle within 6 

months.  He then gained full mobility 

of his hands and fingers.  He had 

severe pain in his shoulders which is 

now gone.  His goal was to get his 

license back which he was able to do 

summer of 2016. 



Chest to Back Seat:  

Start the exercise by 

touching the Tubee

To your opposite shoulder 

and then imagine reaching 

into the back seat for 

something just out of your 

reach.  

PNF (proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation) is based on normal movement.  The 
body understands spiral diagonal movement and it has been very effective for clients 
with stroke, Parkinson's and arthritis. For this reason Tubee utilizes spiral diagonal 
movement patterns for many of it’s exercises.  

PNF Stretch: Extend the arms using the bottom arm 

to assist pressing the top arm up in a diagonal or Y 

position.  Next use the top hand to press the bottom 

arm across the body towards the floor.   Hold 1-2-3 

release.   

Drawing the Sword:  Start 
by pretending your Tubee
is a sword and you are 
placing in your right front 
pocket.  Imagine drawing it 
up like you are raising a 
sword to the sky.  



The Centre for Physical Activity and Aging  balance training program starts by  placing feet in a series of positions that 

gradually reduce the base of support.  The feet positions are follows:  Tandem, semi tandem (one foot ahead of the other 

as if taking a step) Full Tandem (heel of one foot directly in front of the toes of the other foot). Standing up on the toes 

and standing on one foot.  The different positions provide a subtle change in balance mimicking movements from  

everyday life.  They allow the body to learn how to respond.  The next recommendation is the one that defines 

Tubee training….  

My client Kenny Byers (2nd to the left) 
started training with the Tubee three 
years ago.  Kenny had a  brain tumor 

removed and he had fallen several 
times since the operation.  His goal was 
to improve balance and he was dealing 
with shoulder pain. He has not fallen 
since he started  training with Tubee

twice per week and his shoulders have 
become pain free.   



Assisted Range of Motion:  This is a great exercise to mobilize 

shoulders.  The Tubee works nicely with bracing but you may need 

another person to hold onto the affected hand.  Use the unaffected 

hand to push the affected shoulder. Go to the point of stimulation.  

You should feel a stretch but we don’t want any shooting pain.  Use 

the bottom hand to assist the top hand up and hold for a count of 

five.  Now use the top hand to help press the bottom hand down and 

back to the side of the chair.  Hold  for a five count release and 

repeat.  Below:  Assisted External Rotation:  Arms at 90 degrees 

parallel to the floor.  Press the Tubee into the other palm  without 

letting the arm drop.  

Shoulder Stretch:  Lean 

forward let the arms hang.  

The weight of the Tubee

will provide gentle traction.   

Hold for a 10 count

A loss of joint range 
is common 
following stroke 
due to inactivity, 
weakness, muscle 
stiffness and 
spasticity.  

Contract/relax can be implemented in flat hand position 

by pressing into the end of the Tubee before the 

movement then relaxing to lift which can be helpful in 

increasing ROM. 



The Hand: Place the palm on the Tubee and roll back and forth for about 
thirty seconds.  Use light pressure as this is a release or a massage.  We 
never want to roll on bone always try to find “the meaty” part of the hand or 
muscle.  On the hand we roll concentrating more on the thumb side of the 
hand.  Roll for about 30 seconds.  This movement is great seated.  It helps to 
release both hands and quads.  

The Foot:  Place the Tubee under your foot.  Start by rolling the Tubee under the 
foot lengthwise.  Use light pressure under the foot as is a release or a massage. 

Thumb Release: Place the hands in prayer position with the Tubee in the 
meaty part of the palm.  Roll the Tubee back and forth.   Roll for about 30 
seconds.  

There was a  pilot study of balance performance benefit of myofascial release,  in chronic 

stroke patients. The conclusion was that myofascial release appears to improve the balance 

of spastic chronic stroke patients; however, further studies should evaluate the effective of 

MFR on walking in stroke patients and determine the mechanism of the effect of MFR.

Park DJ, Hwang YI.

Superficial and Deep pressure stimulation

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Park DJ[Author]&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26891643
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hwang YI[Author]&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26891643


The American Heart Association (AHA), following many requests from patients, just released a report recommending exercise and

alternative therapies to lower blood pressure. Exercise led the study as the most effective non-medicine approach to reducing 

high blood pressure.  The AHA went further to recommend that a combination of alternative therapy is recommended to lower 

blood pressure. Alternative therapy is not to replace medication if prescribed by a doctor, but instead to be included as part of 

the treatment plan. The panel of researchers, led by Dr. Robert Book, a professor of medicine from the University of Michigan in

Ann Arbor, specifically indicated that aerobic exercise, resistance or strength training and isometric handgrip exercises 

demonstrated significant blood pressure lowering results. The big surprise was the considerable blood pressure lowering effect 

of isometric handgrip exercises. Researchers indicated that, “four weeks of isometric handgrip exercises resulted in some of the 

most impressive improvements – a 10 percent drop in systolic and diastolic blood pressure.” However, the report warns that, 

“handgrip exercises should be avoided by patients with severely uncontrolled high blood pressure (180/110 mm Hg or higher).  

Keep in mind researchers warned that, “caution is required at this point because only according to WebMD and other studies, 

isometric handgrip exercise results in widening of the arteries and consequently the reduction of blood pressure. Health 

professionals warn that, handgrip exercises are not a “quick-fix” for high blood pressure. Patients must practice the exercises 

consistently for five to eight weeks before any changes are apparent. Also, the exercises must be practiced regularly or you may

find your blood pressure rates creeping back up again.   

To implement alternate handgrip therapy with the  Tubee simply start by holding the arm below the heart at about navel level 

with a 90 degree bend in the elbow with the forearm parallel to the floor. The Tubee vertical to the floor.  We want to imagine the 

Tubee is a bird.  We’re holding it hard enough not to let it slip but not squeezing so hard as to crush the bird.  In percentage 

term it would be about 30 percent of your hardest grip.  Careful not to squeeze to tightly as it could raise blood pressure. 

Breathing is especially important with special attention being paid to long slow exhalations.  Time your grip for two minutes then 

rest for one minute and switch Our goal is to work up to twelve minutes per day. Alternate handgrip therapy is a great 

compliment to aerobic exercise if you doctor approves.



Program  Description:

The Program is intended to take approximately 20-25 minutes to complete.  The program 

facilitator can choose 10 exercises from the Sample Program that follows.  The 

participants will be guided in the proper execution of the exercises.  For some 

participants the affected side may be braced and a second Tubee placed beside the chair 

for one armed exercises.  Recommended to perform the exercises one to two times per 

week with supervision. Goal is to have a 20 minute DVD so participants could follow the 

program at home after released from a supervised program.  

Program would include:

1.Warm Up Lower Body  (3-5 minutes)  

2. Upper Body Overhand Grip exercises and Underhand / Overhand Grip Exercises

affected side can be braced 10 minutes)

3. Underhand Grip Including hand and finger Exercises (3-5 minutes)

4. Myofascial Release techniques and assisted ROM Flat Hand

(3-5 minutes)



Standing Balance:  Tubee is the perfect tool to challenge balance.  For clients that want to improve balance  

start by standing with feet about hip width.  The first challenge is to try to place one foot in a tip toe position 

and then add a gentle shake. Adding a more vigorous shake will increase the challenge. When the participant 

gets stable in this position they can graduate to standing on one foot.

Hip Bumps: Transfer weight side to side and then try to attain the sensation of feeling centered on  your 

sitting bones

Shoulder Stretch:  Lean forward let the arms hang.  Hold for a ten count then release and repeat

Hand Massage: Roll the Tubee on the meaty part of your palms and roll back and forth on your quads.

Alternate Handgrip Squeeze: Start using your right hand to gently squeeze.  Count to three (cue to only 

squeeze about 50 percent of maximum grip strength) Switch hands count to three.  Alternate back and forth 

squeezing one side and then the other.     

Finger Rolls: This exercise can be performed with the Tubee supported on a table, on your lap or lifted about 

an inch above the lap for more of a challenge. Roll the Tubee with your fingers forward.  Try isolating the first 

two fingers, then the last two fingers. Try one finger at a time for an added challenge.  Reverse rolling towards 

your body.  Repeat the sequence.

Overhand Grip ( Both Hands holding the Tubee with Knuckles facing the Ceiling)



Marching on the Spot:   Warm Up:  Make certain you are sitting nice and tall near the front of the 

chair but securely seated.   We never want to lean on the back of the chair as your core will not be 

working to hold you up. Toe Taps/ Heel Taps/Big Marches/Small Marches, leg extension cueing to pull 

toes back, or kicks.   Marching variations include forward and back, wide and narrow, ankle circles.  

Pull foot back and press into heel to stretch.  

Side Sways: While seated in a chair or standing, place the feet slightly wider than hip width apart. 

Leading with the upper body, lean the body gently to the right while keeping both feet in contact with 

the floor. Repeat in the other direction. RPT: 10x

Toe Taps:  Tap the toe on your right foot like you are listening to music then switch to the other foot.     

Pedal Press: Next imagine you are pressing a gas pedal as hard as you can.  Pump each side 10-20x 

Heel Raises:  Press into your first and second toe and lift both heels 10x. Try one heel and then the 

other 10x PNF Stomp:  Lift knee towards opposite hand

Leg Crossing: For clients with good mobility it may help to pre-stretch sitting tall in a figure 4 position 

keeping the spine as straight as possible.  Lean forward thinking and hold for a five count.  Release 

and rpt.  Next make a gesture like you are going to cross your legs using your right foot to cross over 

the left.  It doesn’t matter whether you can cross or not we just want that crossing movement.  Perform 

10 reps on the right and then RPT Left   If the client can comfortably cross the leg feel free to add a 

figure four stretch.  Leaning forward with a straight spine thinking of moving the sternum towards the 

knee of the foot that is anchored to the floor.   Hold for a five count (It helps to have the participant 

count out loud to prevent the tendency to hold their breath) Rpt on the other side. 



Hamstring Stretch: Have the participant straighten one leg.  Next cue them to pull the toes back pressing 

into the heel of the outstretched leg.  Next have the client sit tall pretending they are showing off a necklace 

or nice tie.  Cue the participant to lean forward with a straight spine thinking of moving the sternum 

towards the bent knee.  Hold for a five count and release.  Rpt: 2-4 times on one side and then switch to 

the other side. 

Stair Stomp:  Place the Tubee across your lap.  Next lift the legs like you are walking in the chair.  We are 

trying to get enough lift to hear the Tubee.  

Tubee-Roll and Wring:  Turn the Tubee with the Wrists towards your body.  If one hand has restricted 

movement pretend you are turning the gas on a motor cycle using the affected hand only. Change 

directions and roll the Tubee from the body. Next pretend you are wringing out a towel with one wrist 

moving towards your body and the other wrist pressing away.   

Tubee-Separate:  Bring the Tubee closer to your body by slightly bending your elbow.  Imagine you are 

trying to pull The Tubee in half.  One-Two-Three release

Seated Push Ups:  Place the Tubee on your lap. First open up through the chest and shoulders and then 

place the palms of your hands on the Tubee and lean your chest towards the Tubee for a count of five.   Press 

away from the Tubee for a count of five.  Repeat 3-5  Push and 

Transfer: Stay in the same position making certain the feet are flat pressing into the first ray and outside of 

the heel.  Lean forward putting energy into the feet.  **  OPTIONAL  Sit to Stand for more mobile 

participants.  



Rainbow Arms:  Start by placing on end of the Tubee on the left side of you lap.  Next flip the Tubee and 

place it on the other side of the lap.  If the participant is able to make larger arches feel free to increase 

the size of the arch and lift bringing the Tubee to one side of the leg and then the other.  If you want to 

further increase the challenge add a rowing component extending the Tubee further back towards the 

back legs of the chair.

Tubee-Press and Twist: Have the Tubee in a vertical position to the floor in the centre of the body.  Next 

press the Tubee away from the body. When the arms are in an extended position flip the Tubee and return 

to the starting position.  

Abdominal Shake:  Start sitting tall in the chair.  Next cue participant to lean back trying to tuck the 

tailbone forward scooping the abdominals.  To add an extra challenge to this exercise add a gentle  shake 

when the participant is in the recline position.  It helps to have participants count out loud either to a 3 

count and return to starting position.  

Core Twist: Make certain your back is securely placed against the back of the chair.  Place the Tubee

between your hands and reach out until you feel a stretch.  Inhale as you twist your upper body shifting 

the Tubee to the right. Hold for a count of 3. Shift the Tubee to the left Hold for a count of 3.

Shoulder Touch:  Place the Tubee vertical to the floor and try to touch one shoulder (at about the armpits) 

Cue the participant to pull the elbow as far back as possible. 1-2-3 switch  Rpt on the other side.

Stir The Soup: Make Circles with the Tubee over your lap like you are stirring a big pot of soup.  Switch 

directions  



Overhand/Underhand Grip

Back Scratch: Place both hands on the end of the Tubee and raise it over one shoulder.   Make small 

movements like you are holding trying to scratch your back. Back scratch can also be performed with two 
hands or in some cases with clients with really good

shoulder mobility the other hand can reach behind as in a towel dry motion.  Count to five or ten and 

release. 

Fishing/Pinata: Make a movement like you are using the Tubee like a fishing rod casting a line or imagine 

you were hitting a pinata.

Rowing: Start in the same position as fishing only this time  bring the Tubee across the body towards the 

opposite hip

Shaking:   If your blood pressure is high make certain you keep the Tubee below the level of your heart.  

Gently hold the Tubee in one or both hands. Pretend you are holding a bird. You don’t want to squish it 

but you also don’t want it to slip out. If you hold too tightly it will increase your blood pressure. Now shake 

for 30 seconds to one minute. 

Shoveling:  The next movement looks the same as rowing but the focus is completely opposite.  When 

rowing have the participant stop at the bottom position of the stroke.  Next have the client pretend they are 

shoveling gravel or snow throwing it over the opposite shoulder.  



Single Hand Exercises:  (The Exercises Below can also be performed Overhand/Underhand Grip)  In most 

cases we try to complete the entire sequence of exercises before changing to the other hand.  This is especially 

helpful where bracing to hold the Tubee is being implemented.   It can be helpful to have an extra Tubee for the 

non braced hand so as not to have to stop mid program to remove the brace.  

Hand Shake:   Have the participant pull their elbow back like they are trying to place it in their back pocket.   

If using two hands the front hand can assist by pressing gently back 1-2-3 release Next the participant should 

reach out like they are trying to shake hands.  For clients with limited extension it may be helpful to really cue 

the reach. Bicep/Tricep shake:  Start with one arm extended towards the floor and bend at the elbow to 90 

degrees.  Next add a gentle shake 8x  Tricep: Concentrate more on the downward motion   Cueing:  It may be 

helpful for tricep activation on the second part of the exercise  to tell the participant to  imagine you are 

hammering a nail with the end of the Tubee.  

Wrist  Circles: Keep the Tubee vertical to the floor and  pretend the Tubee is a flashlight.  Cue to participant 

to raw invisible circles on the ceiling.  You can use the unaffected side to assist with the  motion.  

Drawing the Sword:  Start by pretending your Tubee is a sword and you are placing it across your body into 

your front pocket. Next   Imagine drawing it up like you are raising a sword to the sky

Shoulder Shrugs:  Low side/ affected side only

Side or lateral lifts:  Start with the Tubee at the side of the chair and lift up but not above shoulder level.  

Optional circles at end 4x one way 4x other direction

Forward lifts:   Arms in front resting on the lap to start.  Lift and lower 8x



Elbow Lifts:   Keep the hand on the chest as in the previous exercise.   First squeeze the elbow in towards your 

body like you are trying to touch your opposite knee. Next lift elbow like a chicken wing diagonally away from 

the body towards the ceiling.  Pouring: Add on to the elbow lift by pretending you are pouring a pitcher of 

water into your other hand. 

Lap to Chest: Start with Right hand on the left leg and then turn right hand to left side of the chest like 

swearing allegiance.  If you can add on Hand to chest to reaching into the back seat to grab a soda can.

A helpful cue may be we are reaching back to pick up a soda and lifting it to drink.

Scooping:  Pretend you are using the Tubee like you would be scooping ice cream/ scraping 

windows/washing windows small circles/leading an orchestra/hammering a nail or using a screwdriver

Reach and Pick Up:   Holding the Tubee in one hand Bend forward like you dropped something just slightly 

out of reach in front of your chair. Pretend you are trying to reach it with your Tubee. Place the Tubee on the 

Floor and return your hand to your lap or option two just  tap the Tubee to the floor and replace it on your 

lap.    Repeat to the side cueing  lateral  torso movement. It may help to  cue participants to extended the 

arm and then  lean as far as they are comfortable like they had dropped something to the side and had to 

reach to pick it up. It may also help to cue to stay heavy in the right side of your hip as you lean to the left to 

help keep clients anchored to the chair. If tolerated the next movement would be for clients to imagine they 

are  sitting in the front seat of a car and have to reach into the back seat.  Cue the client to reach as far back 

as they are comfortable and tap the floor with the Tubee. to progress this exercise we can increase the speed 

of the movement or use a target. Affected side may be braced or assisted by unaffected side.

.  
Bicep/Tricep shake:  Lift the Tubee as if you  doing bicep curl  and then shake the Tubee up and down  

Tricep:  Concentrate more on the downward motion Rpt Sequence with the other hand.  Affected side 

may be braced or assisted by unaffected side.  



. 

Tubee Knee Squeeze: Hold the Tubee between the knees and practice squeezing the stick 1,2,3 release.   As 

you squeeze make certain you engage your buttock muscles.  

Tubee Kicks: Hold the Tubee between the knees and extend one leg concentrating on pulling the toes 

towards the nose.  

Twist off/ Twist On:  Place one hand on the end of the cap wrapping the fingers around the end.   Imagine 

you are trying to turn the cap off of a soda bottle.    Turn 10x Now imagine putting the cap back on the jar.

.  

Underhand Grip

Serving the Tray:  Pretend you are holding a serving tray in your hands press your arms forward and then 

draw them back squeezing the elbows behind the back.

Finger Roll:  Roll the Tubee in your fingers.  Try isolating fingers using the first two fingers to roll and then 

the last two fingers to roll.

Finger Lifts:  Next try lifting one finger at a time off of the Tubee.  



Flat hand Position ( Tubee pressed between Flat Palms)  

Assisted ROM:  Start with the arms at your side in a ninety degree position.  Place the Tubee in the palm 

of the hand with fingers in outstretched position.  Cue to to squeeze the arms against the torso like you 

are trying to hold an invisible paper underneath your armpits.  1-2-3 release.  Next cue press to the right 

then left.  

PNF Stretch: Extend the arms using the bottom arm to assist pressing the top arm up in a diagonal or Y 

position.  Next use the top hand to press the bottom arm across the body towards the floor. Hold 1-2-3 

release.   

Neck Release: Next cue the participant to follow the Tubee with their gaze looking down to the left as the 

hands come down and then following it up towards the ceiling as it raises.  

.  
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